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Editorial
The announcement that the NTA (National
Treatment Agency) is to be transferred to a
new Public Heath Service from April 2012 is, in
the words of Mark Gilman (the NTA's NW
manager), "A very positive outcome for drug
treatment".
In the meantime the NTA has been charged
with an ambitious programme of change to the delivery of treatment,
the priority of which is the challenge of enabling people to make a full
recovery from addiction.
It is a priority that this magazine has vigorously, and sometimes
controversially, campaigned for from its first issue. We will continue to do
so because we know that recovery is possible for anyone, just read the
journey stories in this issue. Recovery is a living growing reality in our
communities.
That Recovery reality has given birth to the UK Recovery Federation
(UKRF) which held its first conference in Preston in May. The UKRF has
bold aims: changing public perceptions of Recovery; shaping policy and
putting a public face on Recovery. That face will be proudly on display at
the 2nd UK Recovery Walk in Glasgow on 25th September where we
hope you will join us in the biggest celebration of recovery ever seen in
the UK.
If you had predicted, just a few years ago, that prescribing agencies
would be referring clients to, and working harmoniously with agencies
promoting abstinence or that different methods of abstinence,12step,
SMART, Intuitive would be in the same room on the same day, seasoned
observers would have declared you deluded.
Yet, as our main "Roots to Recovery" feature vividly demonstrates, that
is what is beginning to happen here in Liverpool. Genie in the Gutter is
proud to have hosted the first "Roots to Recovery" day and to be at the
forefront of this partnership working to promote individual Recovery
choice for all.
By the time of our next issue we will know the outcome of the
government's spending review. With spending cuts of 20%+ likely, it
is understandable that organisations are worried about their funding
and individuals scared about their jobs. These are circumstances in
which division, protectiveness and playing safe can easily be
fostered. We must resist the temptations of fear and work together
even more closely and continue to take risks to promote Recovery
and hope.
Ultimately, whatever structures and funding regimes are in place,
recovery is about individuals and the growth of the human spirit. On page
18 we feature the inspirational story of the Miracle Foundation, India's
first 12 step treatment centre for women. The vision, passion,
commitment and spirit shown by Divyyaa Bajaj and her team should give
all of us reasons to be cheerful.
Recovery Rising Team
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The first UKRF conference, held in Preston on 7th
May, signalled a major shift in the public visibility
of the recovery movement in Britain.
Over 300 people, with more than half of the
attendees in Recovery, gathered in the main hall
of the Preston Gudjarati Centre for a day of
speeches, workshops, and discussion around
the theme: Building our Recovery Movement.

Building our
Recovery Movement
Keynote speakers included:
Mark Gilman North West Regional
Manager of the National Treatment
Agency for Substance Misuse in England.
Tom Kirkwood Co-founder and Chief
Executive of TTP Recovery Communities,
Alistair Sinclair A founding Director of the
UK Recovery Federation and of 'Re-Up',
a Community Interest Training and
Consultancy Company which specialises
in Recovery and Inclusion approaches
within communities.
Anne-Marie Ward Wired In Recovery coordinator for Scotland, founder director of
UK Recovery Federation and the catalyst
that led to its formation.
Rowdy Yates Senior Research Fellow and
facilitator of the Scottish Addiction
Studies group; Vice-President (Teaching
& Research) of European Federation of

Therapeutic Communities and Chair of
the Addictions Advisory Group, Royal
College of Psychiatrists.
However the main focus of the day was
on
grassroots
participation
and
involvement. Conference attendees were
given the opportunity to express their
views and thoughts on 15 key themes
within Recovery. Each workshop was run
twice to enable as many people as
possible to get involved, with 26
facilitators, drawn from the Recovery
Community across the UK.
All of the conference workshops were
delivered from a strengths-based
perspective. That is looking at what we do
well within Recovery and how we can
develop our strengths and Recovery
'Assets'.

The UKRF principles
· Honesty, self-awareness and openness
lie at the heart of healthy Recovery
movements.
· There are many pathways to Recovery
and no individual or organisation has the
right to claim ownership of the 'right
pathway.'
· Recovery embraces harm reduction
and abstinence based approaches and
does not seek to be prescriptive.
· Recovery involves the personal,
cultural and structural recognition of the
need for participative change and
transformation.
· Recovery involves a continual process
of change and self-redefinition for
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individuals, communities and
organisations.
· Recovery challenges all discrimination
and transcends shame and stigma.
· Recovery lies within individuals and
communities and is self directed and
empowering.
· Recovery emerges from hope,
gratitude and service to others.
· Recovery is supported by peers and
allies within communities.
· Recovery exists on a continuum of
improved health and well-being.
· Recovery is holistic and has many
cultural dimensions.
· Recovery is a reality.

The conference was exciting, inspirational
and showed that recovery is a reality.
Drug treatment has been dominated by
the medical profession, and this means
Government and other decision makers
tend to dismiss evidence for recovery,
which is not supported by the gold
standard of scientific research, the
randomised double-blind clinical trial.
It was a breath of fresh air to hear Rowdy
Yates, a distinguished academic
researcher, say "We have no evidence for
the effectiveness of the parachute from a
randomised double blind scientific trial,
but we've known for a 100 years that it
works! The evidence for recovery is you,
here in the room."
The UK Recovery Federation has been

Building Our Recovery Movement
- Workshop Themes
1. Regional Representation & Recovery
2. Mutual Aid & Recovery
3. Families, Carers & Recovery
4. Young People & Recovery
5. Offenders & Recovery
6. Virtual Recovery Communities
7. Social Enterprise & Recovery
8. Service Users & Recovery
9. Celebrating & Promoting Recovery
10. Mental Health & Recovery
11. An Ethical Framework & Evidence
Base for Recovery
12. Diversity & Recovery
13. Training & Recovery
14. Harm Reduction & Recovery
15. Treatment & Recovery

The UKRF Vision
The UKRF welcomes the shift
toward Recovery practice within
treatment systems and will support
all efforts to make services
optimistic, inclusive, person centred,
culturally relevant and effective.
However we believe that there needs
to be major changes in the way that
society helps people overcome
substance use and related problems
and these changes must be rooted
within diverse and inclusive
communities.
Recovery solutions should be
generated by individuals, families and
communities with the active
assistance of treatment/support

Some UKRF Aims
agencies. 'Treatment' is a small,
although often vital, element in
recovery. The UKRF will assist in the
development of 'Recovery Oriented
Integrated Systems' (ROIS) but will
principally focus on the raising and
maintaining
of
'Recovery
Capital/Social
Capital'
within
Recovery-focused communities.
The UK Recovery Federation
(UKRF) envisions a world where the
power, hope, healing and potential of
Recovery is thoroughly understood
and embraced within communities,
society and support agencies. We will
bring the power and proof of
Recovery to everyone in UK.

formed to help make recovery visible. It is
hoped this will help change the public
perceptions of Recovery and lead to the
promotion of more effective public policy
in the UK. The UKRF will enable people to
come together to achieve these aims
whatever their chosen recovery road.
The UK substance misuse field is
currently experiencing change on a
profound level. The rhetoric of 'Recovery'

· Help to change public perceptions of Recovery
and support the promotion of effective public
policy in the UK.
· Support individuals, communities and
organisations in putting a 'face' on Recovery.
· Organise events and promote all positive
aspects of Recovery,
· Support the develtopment of Recovery
advocates/champions in all UK regions.
· Establish a membership organisation and a
national network of individuals and organisations
to support recovery initiatives.
· Establish an accreditation body that will enable
the development of community-led Emerging
Recovery Organisations (CERO's)
· Support the development of new social
enterprises and educational opportunities within
Recovery Communities across the UK.

has entered the drug 'treatment' system.
'Recovery Services' are now being
commissioned and are springing up all
over the UK.
Recovery networks, made up of service
users, ex-service users, family members,
practitioners, academics, activists and
other stakeholders are emerging and
growing across the UK A Recovery
Academy, which intends to investigate and
establish an evidence base for 'recovery,'
has been launched.
The UK Recovery Federtion grew out of
the planning proces for the UK 2010
recovery walk, the first ever UK recovery
walk took place in Liverpool in September
2009. It was agreed that there was a need
for an 'umbrella' community focused
organisation to shape, promote and
support future annual Recovery Walks
and to provide support to Community-led
Emergent
Recovery
Organisations
(C.E.R.O.'s) across the UK. The UK
Recovery Federation was formed.
The Preston conference marked the
'launch' of the UK Recovery Federation.

However there is much work left to do.
Specific Feedback from all the
conference workshops will be posted on
the Wired In website to give those who
were not able to attend the conference
(and those who didn't attend particular
workshops) the opportunity to express
their views and thoughts on the Recovery
themes discussed.
A UKRF 'Recovery Manifesto' is planned.
It will outline the UKRF priority areas for
development, key issues within the
Recovery Movement and what the UKRF
is going to do to address them.
A first draft of the Recovery Manifesto will
be launched at the UK Recovery Walk in
Glasgow on the 25th of September. From
September onwards the UKRF will be
holding regional events around the
country where they will consult further on
the draft Manifesto and explore Recovery
issues within each region.
You can find out more about the UKRF
and get involved by visiting their part of
the "Wired in" website
http://wiredin.org.uk/UKRF/
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Journeys
This section in our magazine called "Journeys" consists solely of the stories of people in recovery. Listening to the
stories of those who have recovered has proven to be a highly effective manner in which people contemplating
change are thus encouraged. Stories spark hope, ignite belief and demonstrate the truth that living without mind
altering substances is not only possible, but positively rich and meaningful. Please send us your stories of recovery
to help pass the message of recovery on to those who need it. Stories can be sent by post to Genie In The Gutter,
88 Rodney Street, Liverpool L1 9AR or email them to: carolynedwards@genieinthegutter.co.uk

An 18 Year Old Alcoholic: Adam's story
I took my first drink at the age of 13 whilst holidaying in Greece. I
remember it well, the feeling of confidence, people liking me! I was
funny! For a withdrawn child, this was amazing and the start of my
craving for alcohol.
I started the weekend drinking with my teenage friends at bus
stops and in parks. I looked forward to the weekends and remember
planning for it during school lessons. Nothing less than 7% cider
would do for me, and while my friends shared, I wouldn't and wanted
my own bottle. Nothing seems unnatural about this life. Wasn't that
what life was about, drinking and partying. My family were binge
drinkers and alcoholics, these were my role models, I knew nothing
else. I drank excessively from day one. I wanted to be like my
brothers and sisters and go to pubs. Our family name was known for
big drinking in the small village we lived in, and I was proud of that!

Nothing seems unnatural
about this life. Wasn't
that what life was
about...drinking!
When I got to 16 years old I was going to college and drinking in
the afternoons. At this stage I was happy, having fun and confident.
Although I quickly lost interest in college and started to drop out of
my classes, I still didn't see anything wrong with my behavior. For
now I am just giving you an outline of my drinking minus emotional
issues through my upbringing. I was burdened with a lot of adult
issues as a child, which made my childhood a very withdrawn one.
Being 6ft"2in and looking in my 20's at the age of 16ys old, I was a
regular in my local pubs. Around this time my drinking started to get
worse. My friends would even comment on the states I was getting
into. I wallowed in self pity, that was the only way I knew how to be.
My sister, who I am very close to, started to lock herself away and
drink! I was the only one who she would trust and I would go to the
shop for her for alcohol without question. I had this inner knowledge
of what was going on. Where as other people would not have
understood. With the power of the knowledge I knew, and what my
sister went through, I vowed I would never be in that position, without
knowing I was already there.
My real dad was schizophrenic and throughout my childhood I
would visit mental institutions on a regular basis. But when my sister
was ill through alcohol, and my dad had another episode with his
schizophrenia, something inside me shut down I had had enough. I
started to resent my dad and his illness and the lack of support I had.
As I was feeling all this, drink was my release. My Dad escaped the
mental hospital he was in and tried to get home, by crossing a river
but never made it. This absolutely destroyed me and I say this was
the train crash of my life. People thought I was amazing with the way
I handled things, little did they know. With the money my dad left me,
and my built up emotions my drinking quickly turned nasty. I never
knew the extent of this physical addiction but I was soon to find out
as the following year came the shakes, sweats, no appetite, fear, and
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then came that morning drink. When these effects started I was sent
to the doctors with very bad withdrawals they give me librium to help
with the symptoms.
My grandparents (whom I lived with during this time) tried to lock
me in my bedroom to keep me in. After escaping one night through
the bedroom window and yet another binge, I was admitted into a
psychiatric unit. During this time the fear was unbelievable. I was
hallucinating and reaching out for a drink that wasn't there. The
carpet was full of cigarette burns and looked like it was crawling with
bugs, I was suffering with severe nosebleeds, my skin had turned
yellow and all my face had swelled up. After numerous hospital visits
I would still not accept that I couldn't drink. The psychiatrist said I
could drink and that it was normal for an 18 year old to crave alcohol!
I was being pumped full of drugs including lithium for manic
depression.
I did start to get better and I attended regular AA meetings for a
while whilst in the hospital. I was the youngest person in AA at the
time. This kept me sober for 18 months. After several failed attempts
at drinking again which included drink diaries, campral, I even
thought that if I drank a certain drink I wouldn't get drunk. I was
admitted into Smithfield Centre in Manchester for a 10 day detox. I
was 21 years old at this time and had lost the use of my legs and had
to be carried in. Netherless to say this still never worked for me. My
last detox was a home one. It was very hard work, especially being
with a partner that didn't understand. I managed to get the librium
from my partner and started to take more than I should. Then
something happened inside me, and I heard my own inner voice
calmly saying to me "Adam, what are you doing to yourself? You are
going to have to stop, why prolong this pain?". From that day the 22
August 2004, I have never touched a drop of alcohol again or missed
it. I had accepted I couldn't drink! I was 23 years old.
Since that day my life has been amazing, I feel blessed to have had
an alcohol problem because I have learnt so much about others and
myself. I would not trade my experience in for someone else's
knowledge. I have now come to a point in my life where I would like
to give something back.

...a drink doesn't enter
into my head. That was
the old me and a new
me has been created!
I was introduced to Brian Morrison who manages a site called
Alcohol Peer Support Services, who help people like myself. I am
interested in giving a bit back by doing some voluntary work with
them, and hopefully having a career in this field I think it’s important
that people like myself are given the correct guidance and not just
shoved into mental institutions as I was. My savior after AA was a
spiritualist church. Now to have a drink would be to lose control. I still
have ups and downs but a drink doesn't enter into my head.
That was the old me and a new me has been created!

Journeys
Tracy’s Journey
My name is Tracy and I would like to share with you all the massive
impact that Intuitive Recovery has had on my life........
After using crack and heroin for the best part of 29 years, I knew
that I needed to make a decision about my future use.
During my 29 years of injecting heroin my physical health had
suffered immensely and it was during my last prison sentence I
knew I never wanted to do either again.
It was whilst I was serving my last 8 month sentence in December
2008 I made a decision to detox from my 90mil a day methadone
script and end that continual cycle of a lifestyle that involved drugs,
crime and prison. Prior to sitting on the course I had spent 15 years
of my life in and out of drug treatment systems, never ever
managing to stay stopped, in treatment but going nowhere fast, it
felt very much like I was on a roundabout that I could not get off and
always looking for answers.......but not getting them, always looking
for some one or something to blame to justify my next fix. I never
once considered that actually I should take some responsibility for
my actions, even losing my family was never enough of an incentive
for me to end my drug use, in fact it became an excuse, reason,
justification for me to carry on. I had someone else to blame. I
viewed myself as a victim and I was happy to be one.
On release from prison I was housed in a hostel in Liverpool, it
was during my stay at the hostel I was given the opportunity to sit

I viewed myself as a
victim and I was
happy to be one
on a course to show me how to remain abstinent from drugs...That
course being Intuitive Recovery.
Intuitive Recovery provided me with those answers, what a relief
it was to know that my searching for answers was over. The answer
was there all along. IR has shown me a way to make a plan to “never
use again” and I never will.
Since completing the course, Intuitive Recovery has given me the
opportunity to work for them as a course tutor. I am now able to
share with others what Intuitive Recovery has taught me.
Intuitive Recovery has shown me that I always have a choice.....I
choose “never to use drugs again” and to never change my mind
about that decision. As a result of staying with my decision, I now
have my life back...its fantastic.

“Today is great, and tomorrow is even better”.

Adrian's Story
My name is Adrian. I am a 46 year old guy living in Sheffield, and
for the last 15 years of my life I have battled with chronic addiction
to alcohol. My story is by no means unique so I will keep it short. I
have lost nearly everything, and what's more tried pretty much
everything to try and stop my self-destructive behaviour. Six stints
in rehab (of varying length), a failed marriage , loss of access to my
child, two houses/two flats gone, sacked from a highly paid job,
drinking and driving, homelessness, prison, attempted suicide etc.
The list goes on and all sounds too familiar.
I have had lots of counselling, psychiatric help and prescribed
medication from numerous treatment providers and professionals.
I have sought support from many sources including the church,
community programmes, 12 step programmes and other self help
groups, and whilst some did provide assistance I didn't achieve any
long term sobriety or ultimately prevent relapse.

I can't undo the past
but I am in control of
the here and now
After another detox, and at my breaking point, my treatment
provider, Sheffield Alcohol Advisory Service, suggested I attend a
SMART (Self Management And Recovery Training) Recovery
meeting and with nothing to lose I agreed. I started coming to
meetings and found the support and the SMART programme really
helpful. At last I was with people who understood what I was going
through and gave me new ways to deal with my unhelpful thoughts
and feelings. I stopped drinking 8 months ago and my life has

changed. I now attend 2/3 SMART meetings a week and facilitate
some of these groups.
SMART Recovery is a peer led self help approach that offers an
opportunity for people in recovery to get together to try to stop their
self destructive behaviour and recover from addiction. It uses
evidence based approaches in a practical way and has taught me
to view my addiction as my own responsibility.
SMART Recovery views addiction as a complex maladaptive
behaviour. Based on a four point programme it uses a variety of
tools and techniques to help members change their thinking by
focusing on the following key areas:
1. Enhancing and maintaining motivation to abstain
2. Coping with urges/craving
3. Problem solving - managing thoughts, feelings and behaviours
4. Attaining a healthy lifestyle balance (to prevent relapse)
Attending SMART has helped me to concentrate on my thoughts
and feelings that have in the past led me to destructive behaviour.
It has allowed me to focus on the present and realise that I can't
undo the past but I am in control of the here and now.
Meetings are facilitated by people in the same or similar
situations to me and members support each other with their
recovery. It has enabled me to make fundamental changes in my
approach to both my recovery and my life. I have been given the
tools and support on a regular basis in meetings, to not only remain
abstinent from alcohol but to deal with the ups and downs that life
throws at me .I see S.M.A.R.T. not only as a programme for
recovery but also for all aspects of my life. It may sound clichéd but
I can assure you it is true!
Thank you to SMART, its group members, the facilitators, and
everyone else responsible for its continued growth both in the UK
and Worldwide. For more information on SMART Recovery contact
www.smartrecovery.org.uk
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Spirituality
The Romance of
the Sun and the
Moon
The moon was alone one evening, shining in the midnight sky.
Although she was surrounded by myriads of tiny, sparkly stars, she
felt as if there was no one to understand her. She eagerly searched
the skies for a friend, perhaps a meteor, with whom to discuss the
joys and sorrows of her life. But there was nobody.
On the other side of the world, the sun yawned and awoke to shine
his light upon the blue-green temples of God. He heard the call to
worship, and saw the waves of people bowing and praying. He felt
full of good will and charity towards the masses of God's servitors.
Perhaps they were not holy, but at least they were faithful.
The moon stayed alone, suspended in the sky with none to touch
her. A tiny star whispered to her of a great being, the sun, who
brought joy and light to the world. She listened with interest, for it
seemed that once, a long time ago, she had seen a being such as
this. Beautiful as he was, the sun seemed always just beyond her
reach. She would visit the places where he had been, and would
always find that he had just left. Those who knew him spoke of his
wonder and his glory, and she felt unworthy to be in his presence.
Now the sun was unaware of her yearning, for he was too busy
making the crops grow and warming the world. Those who wished
his light had only to look upward to heaven and he was there,
beaming down upon them.The moon continued to follow the sun,
always coming nearer to him, always hearing that he had just left
that portion of the sky, or was just over the next mountain range.
Where before there was despair, now she was ever more hopeful,
for she knew that she was approaching his presence.
She came closer and closer, until one glorious day came when she
stood before him, naked and unafraid.
The world looked up and saw only blackness - in the middle of the
day. But the moon stood mid-way between the sun and the earth,
and all of his glory was for her.
His light blotted out all of her loneliness, all of her pain, all of her
past. She stood bathed in wonder before him, and his light filled her
soul.
She passed away from him full of light and joy, and though his light
was too bright to remember, it was also too powerful to forget. She
was dizzy with wonder. As time passed, it seemed that she once had
been a being full of light, yet it was so long ago…
Such is the soul of man, dear one. It yearns of the glorious light of
Truth, which destroys all loneliness and memory. The many lives of
man are a many times as the moon see the sun - after each, nothing
remains but a vague idea of a beauty one seen. And there is always
the longing, and always the return.
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The Tiger
A teacher and his student were walking from one village to
another, when they suddenly heard a roar behind them. Turning
their gaze in the direction of the roar they saw a big tiger following
them. The first thing the student wanted to do was to run away, but
as he has been studying and practicing self-discipline, he was able
to halt himself, waiting to see what his teacher was going to do.
"What shall we do Master?" Asked the student.
The teacher looked at the student and answered in a calm voice:
"There are several options. We can fill our minds with paralyzing
fear so that we cannot move, and let the tiger do with us whatever
pleases it. We can faint. We can run away, but then it will run after
us. We can fight with it, but physically it is stronger than us."
"We can pray to god to save us. We can choose to influence the
tiger with the power of our mind, if our concentration is strong
enough. We can send it love. We can also concentrate and meditate
on our inner power, and on the fact that we are one with the entire
universe, including the tiger, and in this way influence its soul."
"Which option do you choose?"
"You are the Master. You tell me what to do. We haven't much
time", responded the student.
The master turned his gaze fearlessly towards the tiger, emptied his
mind from all thoughts, and entered Samadhi (a kind of trance). In
his consciousness he embraced everything in the universe
including the tiger. In this deep meditation the consciousness of the
teacher became one with consciousness of the tiger.
Meanwhile the student started to shiver with fear, as the tiger was
already quite close, ready to make a leap at them. He was amazed
at how his teacher could stay so calm and detached in the face of
danger.
Meanwhile the teacher continued to meditate without fear. After a
little while, the tiger gradually lowered its head and tail and went
away.
The student asked his teacher in astonishment, "What did you do?"
"Nothing. I just cleared all thoughts from my mind and united
myself in spirit with the tiger. We became united in peace on the
spiritual level. The tiger sensed the inner calmness, peace, and
unity and felt no threat or need to express violence, and so walked
away."
"When the mind is silent and calm, its peace is automatically
transmitted to everything and everyone around, influencing them
deeply", concluded the teacher.

By Remez Sasson

Reviews
A Piece of
Cake
An autobiography by
Cupcake Brown
Bantam Books 2006
Paperback £6.99
ISBN 0553818171
A truly harrowing story of a
little girl who lost her mother at
the age of eleven, was left with
a family who were devoted to
her, but was placed in the care system. From there
launched into a world of abuse and depravity, where she
was treated as nothing more than a slave and a human
punch bag, and later on a sexual object……….a crumbling
foundation upon which to build a life, was built instead
into an addiction to drugs and alcohol and a life of crime
and self destruction, inevitably to come tumbling to the
ground. But not in the way that you would expect.
Cupcake… was an opportunist and spent most of her time
flying by the seat of pants and taking any risks necessary
to keep up the maintenance of her addiction, turning her
hand to prostitution and drug-dealing and later becoming
a gangsta …………the abused became the abuser, the
hunted became the hunter and yet at nearly all times
during this she somehow kept her conscience, although
ignored when survival and drugs were top of her priorities.
She was soon to find that she the persecutor became the
persecuted……waking up behind the back of a dumpster
nearly half dead and too defeated to go on Cupcake
decided to change her life………the story soon turns to
one of hope, courage and sheer determination in which a
young lady of virtually no education and only her wits and
her knowledge of street life decides to go straight.
After detox she joins a fellowship of men and women were
their support and genuine concern teaches Cupcake how to
live without the use of drugs and alcohol. In the book she
shares her troubles, fears, joys, doubts and her nutty way of
thinking, as her mind speaks through the lines of the story
you get to know and love a very courageous and charismatic
lady who will go to any lengths in order to maintain her new
way of life.
Even as the story floats backwards to a somewhat abysmal
past you can still hear her sense of fun and adventure in the
way that she describes herself. With a spirit that one could
only describe as a wild stallion she always finds her way. She
has even said in the book that somehow she was guided. I
truly believe she was.
Eventually after years of hard work and dedicated study she
finally achieved her ambition graduating law school in 2001.
She now works at one of Americas most prestigious law firms
and is a motivational speaker.
Reviewed by Ellen Roach

Addicted
By Tony Adams
Harper Collins Leisure 1998
Paperback £10.00
ISBN 0002187949
If you think a Professional
footballer's autobiography will be
ghost written, shallow, and
superficial and with an eye to the
next million and the new mansion
- Think again!
Addicted, is the inspirational story, told with searing self
honesty, of how Tony Adams, captain of Arsenal and
England, and the only footballer to captain a title winning
side in 3 different decades, faced up to fact that he was an
alcoholic, and found a new life in recovery.
Coming out of blackout to find himself driving his car into
a brick wall at 70mph he was jailed for drunk driving and
vilified by the press. But it didn't stop him drinking. In his
alcoholic arrogance he drove drunk, to take his then wife to
a treatment centre for her crack cocaine addiction, threw her
out of the car and told her to sort herself out. She got clean
and left him! It was the most painful time, but he now says
"It was the kindest thing she ever did for me".
Alcoholism is no respecter of social status or success.
Adams had the adulation of thousands of fans, the
respect of his peers, and financial security for life, yet he
was an alcoholic and couldn't stop drinking. He vividly
describes the self loathing he felt, how his life was
fuelled, by fear, and his doomed attempts to keep it at
bay with alcohol.
Tony Adams bounced back to captain England on home
soil in Euro 1996, "white knuckling" it through the
tournament. He dealt with the Semi- final defeat to Germany
on penalties, in the only way he knew how, by going on a 6
week bender.
In September 1996 he, admitted he was an alcoholic and
asked for help.
At 2 years sober, he wrote "Addicted" and poured
every penny from the book into setting up "Sporting
Chance", a charity which uses the12 step model to
provide support and counselling for the kinds of
destructive behaviour patterns which exist in the world
of competitive sport, but that are often denied.
Today Tony Adams, the boy who was afraid of exams
and left school with no qualifications, is completing his
PhD. He has a new family and a new challenge coaching
football in Azerbaijan. Speaking during the 2010 world
cup he said "I try to be of use to people and walk under
the grace of God."
Reviewed by Peter Rainford
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Trapped in the wrong body:
Charlene's journey
Earlier this summer Charlene was a guest on
the Pete Price show, on Radio City where she
spoke about her journey out of addiction and
into womanhood.
Pete Price: Thank you Charlene Tell
us who you are?
Charlene: I've really only found that out
over the last few years. I didn't really know
who I was for a long time. I always felt
different. I was born Michael Thomas
O'Neil. From about the age of four I felt like
I was in the wrong body. I remember at
school missing PE because I shaved my
legs. Eventually the school said instead of
playing truant do dancing with the girls. I
was in my element. That was the first time
someone was listening to me. I was
labelled as beyond parental control. I had
all this confusion - all this anger and I
didn't know what I was doing. I used to run
away. I remember running away to London
when I was 16 and being mesmerised by
the bright lights of Soho, and seeing the
piano bar Madame Jo Jo's. Before I went
in there I used to think I was this "faggot"
and "puff", because that's what people
called me.
So you were drinking illegally?
Yes and doing many other things illegally.
Can you remember that moment
when you walked in?
Oh yes. There was a cabaret singer, a spit
for Jerry Hall. She looked lovely. I spoke to
her in the interval, and I remember thinking
she had quite a deep voice. She explained
to me that she was a Transsexual and she'd
been born in the wrong body. Straight away
I just thought that's me. After so many years
I thought I'm not on my own.
Growing up did you play with dolls?
I always played with dolls. My brother got
Action Man. I always wanted the nurse
doll. I didn't wake up one day and think I
want to be a girl because I always was, I
don't say I'm having a sex change I just
say I'm becoming Charlene and putting
right what was wrong from birth. When I
dressed up and put on make up my dad
really discouraged it. I always remember,
and this is really special to me, I had an
Auntie Maureen. She used to come on
Sunday and she never discouraged me I
used to ring her and say are you coming
Auntie Maureen? Bring your red high
heels. She wouldn't be through the door,
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and the heels would be on, and I'd sit and
eat and jangle with them. I had a cousin
Angela and friends, Debbie, Kim and
Mandy. I used to be able to go in their
house and dress and be how I wanted. So
there were a few people who allowed me
to be myself.
Where did your name come from?
In London there was this other transsexual
called Charlene who went to America.
She was beautiful and I was mesmerised
by her so it's after her. My mum, if she'd
had a girl, was going to call her Kimberley,
so I've taken that as a second name.
If met you in the street I'd think you
were an attractive woman. There are
some people out there who look like
a man.
I identify myself as a straight woman.
Everything bank cards ID Bills are all in the
name of Charlene. That's who I am. Very
few people know I'm a transsexual, they
just know me as Charlene. There's a
difference between a transvestite;
someone who dresses in women's
clothing, maybe wears a wig puts socks
down their bra, for sexual gratification and
a Transsexual like me. I feel a woman
physically and emotionally. I'm going
through the process of changing into a
woman, my own breasts, my own hair, and
an operation to have female genitalia. A
transsexual is on a journey to become the
person they are meant to be.

I left my
mum as a 17
year old boy and I
saw her again as a
31 year old
woman.
When did you say I need to correct
my body I need to be who I am I need
to change things?
From as early as I can remember, even as a
little boy I couldn't stand to urinate, I
always sat. I didn't want to touch it.

So you are not going to miss it?
No it will be like having an in growing
toenail cut off.
What was it like when you saw your
breasts? Was that a life changing
experience?
It was bit strange at first, but I felt - "I'm
coming together". I'd been on hormones
for 18 years. I used to take my mums and
other people's pills. I ended up with
swollen ankles. I took black market
hormones off other Transsexuals before I
went to seek medical help. I would have
had the final operation a lot sooner, but I
went into addiction. I've had to prove to the
doctor's that I'm stable in my recovery
before I can go ahead with it.
Did you tell your family you were
going to have a sex change?
No I left my mum on bad terms, I was out
of control. I left my mum as a 17 year old
boy and I saw her again as a 31 year old
woman. It wasn't until I got clean that I saw
her again, but it's difficult because my step
dad doesn't approve and it was secret.
She sent me cards on my birthday saying "to
my daughter" and I was so touched by that.
I'm just grateful that I got to see her as me,
and for her to see who I was.
What was her reaction when she first
saw you as Charlene?
She just threw her arms around me and
said I looked beautiful. It wasn't what I'd
expected. I met her outside Thornton's at
Central station and I thought she's going
not going to turn up, but she did.
I had an opportunity to make amends for
what I'd put her through. She used to get
phone calls saying I'd gone missing, or was
in prison. She was always getting bad
news about me. Horrendous stories by
proxy.
How did you get into drugs?
I took party drugs, speed and so on as a
teenager. When I got to London I got
involved in transsexual prostitution. I felt
full of self hate and confusion. I started

using heroin and crack cocaine I stopped
taking pride in myself. At first I got paid a
lot of money, but by the end I was working
the streets
How low did you get?
My friend got murdered. I'd seen her the
night before. Something inside said this is
going to be you, you're going to end up
dead. That set off the journey of getting
into recovery.
How bad were you at that point?
I'd just been told I could need my leg
amputating because of the injecting. I just
thought, well at least I'll have the other one
to go into. I'd lost the ability to feel human.
Where did you go then?
I hadn't really believed in God before, but
I remember saying to God then "Please
take me. Please take me, or help me to
get out of this". I started getting help
from the Armistead project supporting
working girls. I'd got clean lots of times
but I couldn't stay clean. I'd think I'll take
this drug but not that one, or I'll just have
a drink, but I can't use any mind or mood
altering drug safely. I had to do
something different. I went into a 12 step
rehab Park View.

When did you first investigate a sex
change?
When I was 17 or 18. I went on hormones
for years, funded through my prostitution. I
had a fresh referral to Charing Cross in
London, a centre of excellence for Gender
reassignment. The operation is NHS
funded. What is really sad is, that if you had
money, you could go and get it done
privately in 6 weeks with no counselling.

I am very
lucky, not
just to look ok,
but to be
alive
None of the detail of the operation
puts you off.
No I'd have it tomorrow. I'm still going to
have life's problems to deal with, but it's
going to make my mind compatible with
my body. After all those years of
prostitution and addiction I'm going to be a
virgin at 36. It's like being reborn again.
Is transsexualism bigger than we
think?
There are about 60,000 transsexuals in
London. A lot of Tran's women are
anonymous. They have their operation then
live and work as women. I like to just blend
is as Charlene
Do you know of other people who are
going through this?
Yes I'm supporting two people in their
journey

How difficult was it?
If you'd told me to run down Church St
naked I'd have done it. I was desperate. I
went in there in touch with just one feeling,
self hatred. I remember them saying to me
"We'll love you until you can learn to love
yourself”. Then I went into a Bridge project
12 step house. I got a job working in
addiction recovery and I trained to be a
holistic therapist. But I still thought a job, a
partner, all the outside stuff would fix me. I
forgot about fixing the inside and after two
and half years I used again.
Will you ever go back to drugs?
I don't want to. I'm coming up to a year
clean again and I've learnt to start
forgiving the people who hurt me. I have a
little 2 up 2 down house. I have the most
gorgeous Jack Russell dog, everyone
loves him. I have fabulous friends who
love me. I'm not going to sit here and say
I love myself, but I have a lot of
acceptance of who I am.

In an ideal world you'll be a real
woman, married and with your
family?
Yes, and with children as well. I'd love to
adopt children
Do you think the most amazing thing
will be when you stand naked in
front of the mirror and see the
person you've dreamed of?
Yes and even better when I'm standing at
the altar, with my wedding dress on, with
the person I'm with.
You do look good. You look like a
woman. You are a woman. We don't
choose to be this way. We don't
choose to go through all this pain
and all this anguish do we?
If you cut me, I bleed just like you. If we
could all take people for who they are, and
had compassion for the person next to us,
because they are someone's son, daughter
brother or sister. I'm just glad I've got an
amazing support network of friends who
love me unconditionally for me. I am very
lucky, not just to look ok, but to be alive.

What is Transsexualism?
Gender identity: refers to a person's
sense of him or her self as masculine or
feminine.
Gender Dysphoria: refers to a profound
distress because one's gender identity (brain
sex) conflicts with one's physical sex.
Transsexualism: is a profound form of
gender dysphoria where there is a
conviction of being "trapped in the wrong
body" It is usually characterised by a
person's long held and continuing
conviction that their physical anatomy is
incompatible with their true gender identity.
Transsexualism cannot be "cured or
changed" any more than homosexuality or
left handedness.
Gender: is a continuum. At one end of the
scale of gender variation is the occasional
cross-dresser, who perhaps adopts clothing
of the opposite sex for fetishistic reasons. At
the other end of this spectrum is the
"primary" transsexual person, who usually
becomes far happier as an individual after
completing gender re-assignment.
Gender Reassignment Surgery:
surgical intervention to allow such individuals
to live in their chosen gender role. They are
less complex for the male to female (mtf) than
for the female to male (ftm).
Entering the adopted male social role is often
simpler for the ftm person, since the usually
appear very convincing. After puberty the mtf
may have problems arising from such things as
a masculine frame and voice. A ftm person
goes through a male-type puberty on taking
appropriate hormones, but secondary sexual
characteristics have to be eliminated in the mtf.
Making the change - The process of
gender confirmation should not be rushed,
as it is irreversible. In depth counselling is
advised. It does not simply involve having
the surgery the person wants, but also the
life skills in order to be fully accepted in the
chosen gender role.
This Information courtesy of the Beaumont
Trust leaflet "Transsexualism"

Support for Transgender
issues
BEAMONT TRUST - Problems with
gender identity? Trouble arising from cross
dressing?
The Trust operates a helpline
07000 - 287878 (07000 BTRUST)
Tuesdays & Thursdays between 1900 and
2300 hours
Our address is B.M. CHARITY - LONDON
- WC1N 3XX
Email: beaumonttrust@gmail.com
Web: www.beaumont-trust.org.uk

ARMISTEAD - Support, information and
sexual health promotion and drugs harm
reduction advice to the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgender community
Email: info@armisteadcentre.co.uk
Tel: 0151 227 1931
Web: www.armisteadcentre.co.uk
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Paul and Kieran Dance Theatre (PKDT) and Genie In The Gutter
at the Everyman Theatre, Liverpool, June 4, 2010

My Name
Is....
Review by Carolyn Edwards Director Genie in the Gutter
As a former contemporary dancer and still an avid
choreographer I was delighted when PKDT approached Genie In
The Gutter to partake in a collaboration with the company. PKDT
aim to reach and engage with disadvantaged people through
strategic partnerships with socially engaged organisations. They
offer opportunities for participation, inclusion and access to their
projects, as participants and audiences.
My Name Is…. has been developed through an extensive
research and development process with Genie In The Gutter,
Arts for Recovery Project, Liverpool, Trust The Process
rehabilitation centres, Luton and Cheshire and The Bridge Oasis
Rehabilitation Centre, Birmingham. The company’s broad
exploration of addiction and recovery, and development
processes with front line clients, gave the performance an
authenticity that could only be made with the type of accurate
analysis that PKDT carried out.
My Name Is… explores the world of a father and a son tested
by the devastating demands of addiction. The production
presents the hopelessness of addiction and the enlightenment
of recovery, allowing the audience to consider the life of
alcoholic and drug addicted adults and those that witness the
powerful process of escaping drugs and alcohol. The story
follows snatches of conversation between a father and son living
with the dilemma of addiction. Using a blend of naturalistic
performance and heightened contemporary dance, My Name
Is… describes the culture of addiction through a sophisticated
language of movement unique to the company.
On the evening of June 4th 2010 over 350 people arrived at
The Everyman Theatre to watch the performance, 80% of the
audience being recovering addicts/ alcoholics. Contemporary
dance by its very nature can be obscure and has always pretty
much occupied a world of its own. Even those who have trained
in the discipline can often have varying opinions on the work of
other choreographers. Whilst most choreographers have a clear
vision on what their work is about, the interpretation of the
dance to the audience member frequently differs to that of the
choreographer. Needless to say I was somewhat apprehensive
when I knew that most of the audience would be seeing
contemporary dance for the first time....
As the audience entered the theatre to take their seats the
piece had already started. Two dancers were on stage moving
compulsively to the rhythms of live music created by the
fabulously talented guitarist Howard Haigh, well known in the
dance world and musician for London Contemporary Dance
School. Howard's music and consistent pulsating rhythms adds
such flavour to the already vibrancy and vitality of the piece.
The work continues and the dancers, who at first appear to be
enjoying their new experience with drugs, very quickly plummet
into a life that is known only too well by the addict and their
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family. Hopelessness, pain, destruction, loneliness and torment
are all etched on the dancer's faces and genuinely physically
portrayed as they move through the pioneering choreography.
Some audience members were moved to tears.
The piece continues to explore the nature of addiction and then
the journey into recovery. Through the movement you can clearly
see the pain and destruction that not only the addict feels but also
the family, and in the case of My Name Is, the Father of the addict.
Paul Bayes-Kitcher, co-director of PKDT with choreographer
Kieran Sheen, performs in the piece, and the Father/ Son
relationship that is so clearly depicted by Bayes-Kitcher and
Laurie McSherry-Gray culminates, after so much angst, in a
bonding that can only be felt through a parent/ child relationship
that has gone through such trauma and come out the other side.
Jetes, cabrioles and pirouettes coincide with props ranging
from syringes to a cow wrapped in tinfoil that throughout the
piece is idolised by the 'addict' dancers. Obscure, yes; different,
definitely; authentic, absolutely; my initial concerns that the
piece may not be understood or accepted by a non dance
audience were quickly alleviated. The performance was not only
met with a standing ovation but continued to provoke thought
and rouse conversation for a long time after it was over.
I heard many using addicts and addicts in recovery discussing
the chorographic nature of the piece for several days after the
event. It opened minds and incited the type of dialogue that I
had only hoped for.
"Did you see the bit where he wouldn't
come away from the cow - that was like
heroin - a false idol".....
"What about the part where he was rolling
around on the floor and it looked like he was
vomiting - it was really like that when I was
withdrawing"...
"And when at the end his Dad hugged him
and wouldn't let go, it made me cry, it
reminded me so much of what my Mum was
like when I first stopped using".....
....and so on and so forth.
I have seen many mediums used to
symbolize addiction and raise awareness of
recovery from it, but none as thought
provoking than that of My Name Is....
Director/Choreographer: Kieran Sheehan
Collaborative Performer: Paul Bayes Kitcher
Designer: Jean - Marc Puissant
Composer: Howard Haigh
Lighting: Clare O Donoghue
Writer: Sara Masters

About the artists
Paul Bayes Kitcher
Paul trained at the Royal Ballet School and at Rambert. His first
professional experience was with Scottish Ballet where he danced various
principal roles. In 1990 he was accepted into Birmingham Royal Ballet as
a First Artist and subsequently promoted to Soloist. He has had the
privilege of working with world-renowned choreographers such as Peter
Darrell,Oleg Vinagradov, Michael Corder, David Bintley, Sir Peter Wright
and Sir Kenneth Macmillan who created roles for him. Paul is currently
teaching Classical Ballet at Edge Hill. His experience includes The Royal
Ballet, The Royal Ballet School and Birmingham Royal Ballet where he
leads outreach and choreographic projects.

Kieran Sheehan
London based Choreographer/Movement Director Kieran Sheehan
graduated from the MA Movement Studies at Central School of Speech
and Drama in 2005 having previously trained at London Contemporary
Dance School and Guildford School of Acting. He is currently the
associate artist of UpSwing and iceandfire performance company. Kieran
is focusing on developing work as an independent artist and recently won
a mentorship with Kate Flatt awarded by the Bonnie Bird Choreography
Fund. In 2007 Kieran spent 3 months as movement coach at the Royal
Shakespeare Company. Kieran Sheehan formed his own Dance Theatre
Company (KSDT) in 2008 with a vision to produce high quality cross-art
form performance work rooted in contemporary dance. The company's
practice has a strong emphasis on participatory research and public
engagement, designed to inform the creative development of work that
will reflect large-scale social concerns.

PKDT Dance theatre ran a series of workshops with Genie
in the Gutter clients to explore the reality of Addiction and
Recovery in order to help them develop My Name Is

By Carl Paul
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STEP 1 We admitted
we were powerless
over alcohol - that our
lives had become
unmanageable.

A is for
A is for Addict, which today I accept
Under a carpet of denial for years it's been swept.
For Ache and for Anger, so frequently felt
In self pity city, cursing the hand I'd been dealt.
B is for Brown, blow, Benzo's and Booze
Never thought when I took them there'd be so much to lose.
Powerless, unmanageable, as it says in Step One'
Finally Beaten surrendered, and found that I'd won.
C is for Crack which first made me so high,
Then it grabbed me and robbed me till I wished I would die.
For Community, Conscience, and the Chance I've been given
To be Challenged to Change and find a new way of living.
D is for Drugs, they got me out of my mind
But if I feed my Disease it's only Death that I'll find
For the two Dogs in struggle, one is Dark and one light
And the Decision I've made - feed not the wrong but the right.
E is for Ecstasy, when I'd Dance through the night
And for the Effort and Energy to keep in the light
Each day without warning, my thinking's off beam
Enter the part of the illness that's low self Esteem.
F is for Fantasy, Failure and Fear
Three demons destroying my life year by year
Faith, Friendship and Freedom can all come to pass
Put recovery First to make all things First class.
G is for Guilt a close partner of shame
I always ran from it, finding others to blame
Now I can name it and Give it a voice
It's all down to finding a God of my choice.

STEP 2 Came to
believe that a
Power greater than
ourselves could
restore us to sanity.

H is for Hangovers, Heroin and Hate
Having a life unfulfilled I believed was my fate
Now hope has returned in this Haven we've created
Mostly through Honesty which can't be penetrated.
I is for Insecurity, it was hard to refuse
Full of anger and resentment I'd Isolate and use
Impressions were Important - I wanted to win
But the outside won't matter if there's Insanity within.
J is for Jail, a price I will pay
If I ever forget that it's Just for today
Justification and Jangling poured from my gob
Now there's Joy in my heart and it's an inside Job.
K is for Kindness, which for addicts can Kill
It takes tough love and action to puncture self will
"Keep coming back" is the mantra, take your coffee and sit
Use your ears and your mouth they're your arse saving Kit.
L is for lonely, lost, listless and lies
Long come with a vengeance - my spirit it dies
Learning how to Love me, is the answer I'm after
Life on Life's terms through tears and through Laughter.
M is for Methadone, a green maintenance diet
To get crime figures down, and to keep addicts quiet
But the Madness and Mayhem are still within range
Because it's Me Myself that needs the Miracle of change.
N is for Narcotics, whatever their class
If you're an addict like me they can all bite your ass
Negative thinking, "Not Me" - "Not worth it" you say
There's a New life available free through NA.
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Addict

STEP 3 Made a
decision to turn our
will and our lives
over to the care of
God as we
understood him

O is for One and that's too many for me
Don't pick up the first drug and you too can be free
Our Own way has failed us, but if you open your mind
Opportunities and options from god will be signed.
P is for Pity - Poor Little Old Me I would sigh
Through Pipes, Porn and Prostitutes I chased many false highs
Now my Peers and the Programme have helped me to see
That the best P is for Power - one greater than me.
Q is for Queue's - triggering rage I can't Quell
For the Quiet my mind sought, and the Quilt where I'd dwell
Questions seeking Quick fixes, in Quicksand they sink
I need the Fellowship's Qualities
To Quit drugs and drink.
R is for Reservations- A dangerous "perhaps"
Be Rid of them, smash them, don't Reserve a Right to Relapse
Recoery is Rubbished by some addicts with glee
Remember R is for Recovery - and it's Recovery for me.
S is for Selfish, Self Obsessed, so spiritually Sick
Seeking Something to Spark Sad Spirit's Spluttering wick
Share's, Sponsor, Steps - The Solution - "Do what's Suggested" they say
My Spirit Soars doing Service - So to Stay Sober must give it away.
T is for Talking and Truth Telling Too
The Therapeutic value of me helping you
Tea, Traditions and Tears - Learning to Trust
To be Totally abstinent Twelve steps are a must.
U is for Using- the Unhappy tale of my life
Unloving, Unreliable - my addiction was rife
Unconditional Understanding, Unbroken Unity - Us
It's now being useful to others that give me my buzz.
V is for Virtue but also for Vice
Vying Vainly, chose wrongly and so paid the price
Today I have Values - There is always a choice
By Vigorous action I can find my own Voice.

STEP 4 Made a
searching and
fearless moral
inventory of
ourselves

W is for Wistful, Wishing and Why's
Wallowing in a Web of dreams Woven with lies
For Willingness, Work and Wanting to give
We've got to Walk out of Winter to Wake up and live.
X is for Xerxes, an ancient Persian who lost
But knowledge won't save me as I know to my cost
X-Rays and science can see under the skin
But can't tell the strength of the spirit within.
Y is for my "Yets" - Jails and death are the ends
That's where I am going if to relapse descend
You may think I exaggerate or would scare modern Youth
But all I have is my experience and these "Yets" are my truth
Z is for "Zidele Amathambo" - It's An African phrase
"Give yourself up bones as well" because honesty pays
Z is traditionally the alphabet's last letter
But this poem's about a fresh start and a new life that's better…
So…
A is for Abstinence just a day at a time
Could be your road to freedom I'm finding It's mine
Absolute Always and not done in sorrow
It's worked again today so I'll try it tomorrow

Peter R
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Genie in the Gutter recently organized an event that brought together all the recovery models available
today in the U.K. It has been said before that the practitioners of the various drug free/ abstinent models
were not open-minded enough to work together. This is not the experience we had. Within 24 hours of the
first e-mail sent the response was amazing. Each person contacted immediately and positively responded
with the same inquiry… What do you want us to do? How can we help? Yes, we will be there….
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This was the first event of its kind and the integration of the DAATs local commissioners Maureen Occleston and Phil
various recovery models ran smoothly. We will be facilitating our Armitage, Clinical lead at Addaction. We would like to thank
Roots to Recovery events on a regular basis to enable clients still Maureen and Phil for taking the time to attend the event; our
in active addiction to be fully informed and have, drug and or clients were really encouraged by your presence.
If any services are looking for an inspiring way to inform clients
alcohol free/ abstinence lives offered to them as an achievable
of their options into a recovery model that suits them look no
and available option.
The recovery models and services at the event included SMART further and reach out to the people who can make this possible.
Recovery (Sheffield), Park View Project (Liverpool), Sharp They are more than willing to help. We here at Genie are looking
(Liverpool), Intuitive Recovery (Manchester), U Choose It forward to our next event. So are our clients.
(Manchester), Wired In online recovery community (UK) and
TTP (Wirral and Sefton).
"As a service we are here to remain neutral and
SPIRIT
Informative and energetic presentations
promote client choice. All models of recovery
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Genie in the Gutter
12 Step Recovery
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For more information or if
you would like Genie In The
Gutter to deliver a Roots
ed
In
to Recovery event at
your service, or if you/
your clients' would like to
Intu
iti ve Rec
attend the next Roots To
ov
ery
Recovery event at Genie
please contact
carolynedwards@genieinthegutter.co.uk
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or call 0151 703 9053.
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We have also recently
started Roots to Recovery
weekly sessions. They are
different to the events in that
they are shorter sessions held
on a weekly basis. Each
ACTION
week a speaker who has
CHANGE
found recovery themselves is
invited along to share their
journey story with clients who are
still actively using. This is followed by a question and
answer session and a time for signposting, support and
advice. We endeavor to provide our clients with as much
variation as possible in terms of the speakers, e.g.
SMART recovery, individual recovery, 12 Steps, Intuitive,
Community Detox etc. If you would like to attend a
session, bring your client/ s along or come along as a
speaker to inspire and help others we would love to
hear from you.
FREEDOM

U
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were brought together, not for anyone to
tell the clients how to recover, but to
LIFE
inform the clients of their right to
choose their own individual path."
Ellen Roach, Roots to Recovery
DECIDE
Coordinator, Genie In The
Gutter

ir
W

were delivered consisting of all forms of
recovery and tangible evidence that
BELIEF
these models work. The presentations
LOVE
were successfully received by the
clients here at Genie. Thomas, one
client who attended, said, "The day
was absolutely great, I have been in
SUPPORT
active addiction for over 15 years
and I didn't realise that all this
help was out there, I just wish
CHOICE
that more of the services
managers were at the event.
(Editor's note: As it was our
STOP
first Roots to Recovery
event we kept it relatively
HOPE
low key - taking on board
our clients feedback we will
invite more Service Managers
FAITH
etc to the next event). As a direct result
of the Roots to Recovery day Thomas
went on an Intuitive Recovery Course
feeding back, "It was very helpful and gave me a better
understanding of myself." Thomas has recently gone into
the Kevin White Unit for detox. Two clients also became
residents at Park View Project and several clients were
really interested in SMART recovery meetings.
Working in close partnership with Addaction
we now have SMART recovery meetings
available at Genie In The Gutter
from the end of September.
TP
Overall the Roots to
nT
to
Recovery day was a
f
Se
valuable experience both
o
for those who took part in
rp
ve
i
L
the delivery and those it was
P
rk
Pa
AR
delivered to, including the
y
er
ov
volunteers from John Moores
Rec
T
University whom are on
A
M
placement at Genie, one of the
S

"It was lovely to
see clients' who are still
using inspired, motivated and
wanting to change. I would like to
say a big thank you to all the
speakers and the commissioner who
kindly attended and presented at the
event and all the organisations who
made such beneficial partnership
working so accessible" Carolyn
Edwards, Genie In The
Gutter

"Thanks for a
great opportunity to
build up more
accessibility in the
recovery community"
Jacquie JohnstonLynch, SHARP
Liverpool

I thought the day
was a great opportunity
for clients to gain knowledge
of what is possible for them to
engage into recovery (Whatever
recovery path they should choose)
and it is important that service's
work together to respect each
other's ethos. This day helped
to create that atmosphere!
Andy Tutt Trust The
Process

"The Routes to
Recovery day held by Genie
in the Gutter was a fantastic event
providing service users with an
opportunity to look at the various
Recovery options available. The event was
presented to service users in comfortable,
familiar surroundings promoting choice. The
message was clear, "There has never been
a better time to consider joining others
who have chosen to become happily
abstinent, by whatever method suits
you best." Paul O'Farrell

Intuitive Recovery

“I was talking about
how SMART Recovery has
helped me at the Routes To
Recovery event….. The biggest eye
opener for me was having a commissioner
and a prescribing GP there engaging with
clients. It was truly refreshing to see the
progress you have all made in Liverpool in
working towards a Recovery Orientated Integrated
System, for me a ROIS can only make recovery
achievable when everyone works and pulls
together for the greater good. It was great that
many different recovery pathways were
represented everyone was so supportive,
respectful and open minded.”
Carl Cundall, SMART
Recovery, Sheffield
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"It is wonderful to
see people who have
found Recovery at Park View
taking their message that
treatment works out into the
community. It's great for their own
personal growth and also provides
tangible evidence for people still
searching for Recovery"
Carl Edwards, Park View
Project

Peer to
Peer

Intu
itive
Rec
ove
ry

Gen
r
e
ie in the Gutt
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Indian Miracle
Divyyaa Bajaj set up India's first Women's 12 Step Treatment
Centre in 2008 based on her own experience of addiction and
recovery as an Indian woman.
She told Recovery rising about her
journey and about the organisation she
has set up in Bangalore, to help other
Indian women find recovery. It's called the
Miracle Foundation.
When Divyyaa tried to get into rehab
herself, she found that most Indian
rehabs wouldn't admit women, they were
men only. The one's that would admit her
had a gender ratio of about 25 men to 1
woman. Divyaa's parents refused to
admit her there.
92% of Indian women who suffer from
substance addiction never receive help
because of such gender and cultural
barriers. So when she was 9 months
clean, through a 12 step fellowship,
Divyyaa decided to set up India's first 12
step treatment centre for women to meet
the need she had seen.
She told Recovery Rising "I chose to call

the rehab Miracle Foundation - as it was
my miracle!"
The Miracle foundation offers a safe
homely community environment for up to
12 women, who live work and recover
together. It is based on the 12 Step
programme of recovery and includes
counselling, group therapy and a peer
support system.
"When a person enters rehabilitation
she is often terrified, so I wanted the
place to be as welcoming and homely
as possible" says Divyyaa.
Indian women are mothers, wives and
daughters and often family obligations
and relationships prevent them receiving
the help they need. The residential
treatment programme lasts for 4 months,
with an aftercare service including
monthly counselling sessions. Family
members are encouraged to take part in

For women by women
This is our motto here at miracle
foundation, and it stands for much more
than just women helping other women.
We at Miracle Foundation believe that
the therapeutic value of one addict
helping another is without parallel.
Our main focus is making treatment
openly available for women suffering
from addiction. We can proudly state
that we have a combined experience
base, of 50 plus years of helping women
recover from addiction.
We dare attempt to also address the
stigma attached to women in our society
suffering from addiction. We are
pioneers in the field of women in
treatment. This is why miracle
foundation is unique and different; we
have an all women staff, which includes
the psychiatrist, physician, counsellors,
nurse and other women addicts.
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We provide a facility which is only for
women, managed by women. So you
can be well assured of the safety for
your loved one.
We have come together as we share the
same experiences, and have a desire to
help through our
experience, strength and hope.
We follow a 12 step program with love
and compassion, fully understanding
our clients and their needs.
There need not be anymore shame, guilt
or stigma attached to women and
addiction.
If you are not happy with the world and
would like to change people and things
then change yourself first.
The old lie "once an addict always an
addict" is dead, WE DO RECOVER
For women, by women....Together we
can. www.miraclefoundation

This article ab
out the Miracle
foundation ap
in dnaindia's
peared
Bangalore ed
ition.

the programme to help give women
the best chance of remaining clean when
they return to the family environment.
The Miracle foundation also runs an
outreach programme in local schools.
25% of Indian women with addiction
problems start by the age of 13. Divyyaa
and her team are working to help prevent
the need for rehab later in a child's life by
drugs education now.
Divyyaa is passionate about her work and
she says:
"People have to start treating drug
addiction like a disease. If you had cancer
you would go to the Doctor for treatment.
The treatment for addiction is a
rehabilitation programme."

Recovery Rising would like to thank
Ruth Dillon for introducing us to
Divyyaa Bajaj and the Miracle
foundation in Bangalore. You can
read more about all things Indian
at: http://epaper.dnaindia.com/

Journeys
Divyyaa’s Journey
My name is Divyyaa and I'm a grateful
recovering addict. My story begins when I
was 10 years old. I belonged to one of the
more affluent families of the country. I was
used to a very luxurious life with my very
loving parents and 2 adorable younger
siblings; I was a high achiever by the age of
6, doing extremely well in school as well as
my extracurricular activities i.e. swimming.
At the age of 10 years, I was the youngest
girl to get selected to represent my country
(India) at an International level swimming
competition. My parents being the very
orthodox parents that they were back then,
refused to send me abroad as they were not
to accompany me. Regardless I swam at the
national level for the next 10 years of my life.
My training took up about 10 hours of my
day, starting early in the morning to later in
the evening with regular intervals. I never
really had any attendance at school due to
my swimming but yet the teachers would

I didn't need
work or
money or friends
as brown
filled it all
talk about me like I was the model student,
who did extremely well even without
attending any classes. When I was 13 or so,
my very loving father had to split with his
partners (who were also his brothers and
uncles) from the joint family business, and as
a result we went from being extremely richto not knowing where the next meal would
come from. That didn't really affect me as I
was still swimming and doing really well, the
pool provided a great escape for me. What
did affect me was that my father went from
being my most favourite man in the world to
someone who would beat my mom and me
up every day, as he just could not cope with
where his life had taken him. Over the next
10 years I got beatings with everything from
belts and shoes, I got slapped around and
was called names every day, I was slashed
many times with razor sharp blades had
TV's and remotes and vessels thrown at me,
got more than a few black eye's, and was
often woken up with a few slaps across my
face, not really knowing why and what I had
done to get them.
I entered college at the age of 18 and
was instantly attracted to some girls who

would bunk class and smoke cigarettes, I
wanted to be them. Less than a few days
later they introduced me to marijuana - and I
loved every minute of it, as I felt strong
again, I didn't fear going home anymore and
to my surprise IT TOOK ALL THE PAIN
AWAY! Within a month I started to
experiment with acid, ecstasy, cocaine and
basically anything that's would take the pain
away, and it worked like a charm. Then I got
to try brown sugar, and I knew then, that
nothing would ever be the same again. I had
never loved anything in my life the way I
loved that drug, it made me feel
untouchable, and invincible I became
someone who nobody could hurt! I was way
up there and everybody else was much
below , caught in the vicious cycles of life
and I was above them all, I didn't need work
or money or friends as Mr Brown filled it all.
This lasted 6 months!
I had to quit my swimming, got thrown
out of college and lost all my friends. My
family had no idea that I was using drugs till
after a year I told them, that I needed help
My Mum didn't believe me still. I had to
show her the injections, and then she
believed me. Needless to say my family was
shattered, but knowing just made it worse
for them! I started slapping them around for
money, emotionally blackmailing my mother
and beating up my young sister to get me
her pocket money. Finally I got my hands on
my mother jewellery cupboard, which
supported my addiction for the next 7 years
(till all her diamonds and gold was gone)
I used for 7 years of my life, and for 6 of
those years I wanted to quit. I hated what it
did to me, I hated what I had become, I had
track marks all over my body starting from
my neck to my toes, I would cheat, steal and
lie for my drugs, I used everybody even my
closest friends for a fix. I needed help and I
asked for it during my 7th year of using, my
parents didn't have the money but they
planned to borrow and pay for my rehab.
The rude shock came afterward- Almost
no rehabs would admit me, as they were
only for men, and the one's that would admit
me had around 50 men and 2 women, and
my parents refused to admit me there.
I begged me parents to try and lock me
up at home. I would manage to get locked

up for 15 days and then break out of home
and use- this went on for about a year and
finally one day it worked, I was locked up for
15 days, at which point I decided to go for a
walk with my mother, I bumped into the guy
who gave me my 1st fix, he offered to take
me to a 12 step meeting (as he was clean
then, he felt responsible for my condition), at
this point I was ready to try anything. It
worked! I did what they asked to me, I took
a sponsor, started my steps and did regular
meetings and service, at most of the
meeting I was the only girl, but that didn't
matter one bit, as the meeting were helping
me stay clean. Right from my 1st month
clean I knew what I wanted to do in life, so
at my 9th month clean, I started the 1st
rehab for women in India. On the 15th of July
2010 I completed 3 years clean, and the
rehab completed 2 years in operation.
I chose to call the rehab Miracle
Foundation - as it was my miracle!
I have women coming to the rehab from
all over this huge country, and women who
come in from abroad, ie- USA, Maldives and
the Middle East.

The 12 step programme gave me
my life back, it gave me a vision, it
helped me achieve me that vision, it
gave me dreams, and awakened my
hopes, it gave me love, friends,
beautiful relationship, it gave me god.
Thank you!

The 12 Step fellowship gave me life
back, gave me a Vision, gave me love,
friends and beautiful relationships,
Thank you
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Are you a service user?
Have you been affected by drugs/alcohol?
Are you involved in the drug/alcohol field?
If so, here's a chance for you to have your say. Your Voice, Your Say is
featured in every edition of Recovery Rising and acts as a platform for
service users and anyone involved with drug/alcohol work to have their
voices heard. LETTERS, POEMS, INFORMATION, FEEDBACK, ARTWORK,
COMMENTS, REAL LIFE EXPERIENCES, YOU NAME IT, WE WANT IT!!!
Please email your contributions to: carolynedwards@genieinthegutter.co.uk
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The Jacob Cup 2010

In 2 Minds - performance at LIPA

Now running successfully for 4 years this year's
tournament saw The Salvation Army win the trophy
hands down - Congratulations to the team. Over 300
people attended the tournament, which was
organised by Genie In The Gutter, at Peter Lloyd
Leisure Centre, with 14 teams participating that
included Liverpool Homeless FC, The Whitechapel
and Park View Project.
The day also included music and drama performances,
holistic and sports massage and various agencies set up
promotional stalls which really helped to raise awareness
for all the clients that attended of what help is out there.
Thank you to all the agencies and therapists that got
involved, and to Park View Project for providing some
excellent volunteers, the day couldn't have happened
without you. Finally a particular thank you to Richie
Cooke and Melanie Cawley for the big part that they
played in organising the event, and of course not
forgetting the volunteers, clients and mentors from Genie
- a great team effort - well done everyone.

As part of the degree
programme
at
LIPA;
(Liverpool
Institute
of
Performing
Arts
a
prestigious international arts
centre of excellence with
Paul McCartney as patron); a
performance was held at the
end of the summer term that
involved the coming together
of various community groups and Genie In The Gutter clients
performing alongside Lipa's 2nd year drama students. With its
vaudeville theme, authentic costuming and excellent musicians the
evening was a raging success. Matt and Holly from LIPA, who have
worked with clients from Genie In The Gutter since Jan 10, did a
fantastic job pre show at rehearsals and made everyone feel so
welcome and at ease, as did Emma and Holly. We wish them all the
success in their forthcoming year and future careers.
Pictured above Darren and Thomas, Genie In The Gutter mentor and client,
performing In 2 Minds at LIPA.

Letters
and Comments
I Predict A RIOTT!!!!!!!
I remember how politicians, when faced with
a question about a new policy would usually
say that they couldn't talk about it until the
research had been made public. To the cynic
in me this smacked of evasion. Reading Kathy
Gyngell's article ('Heroin Clinic Trials',
Recovery Rising, issue 4) only reminded me of
how wrong-headed that cynic was. A recent
trend that is happening in policy making is the
rise of the 'expert in setting the agenda.
Professor Strang is one of the latest experts
who has no compunction about publicising
unpublished research finding as if they were
facts. One would have thought that the
political class would have been more wary
about this sort of thing since the scandal over
MMR, when Doctor Wakefield released the
findings of his report that gave rise to public
concern over the Measles, Mumps, and

Home office Minister says The
Government needs to be more
ambitious in the drugs war as it
aims to make users free of
addiction under new plans
minister
James
Crime
prevention
Brokenshire said a new approach was
needed when tackling the 'drugs war' he
states, "We want users to be clear of
addiction." The statement comes after the
Government's plans to withdraw welfare
benefits from addicts who refuse treatment
was met with severe criticism by some
drugs charities.

We welcome your views/comments
Please email them to
carolynedwards@genieinthegutter.co.uk
In each edition of Recovery Rising
a prize will be given to the best letter.

Rubella jabs for babies. The then prime
minister, Tony Blair, cravenly avoided
answering the question about whether his
child had been given the MMR jab. For a time,
Wakefield was feted by the media and the
political class, even though the findings of his
research had not been assessed by a peer
review and that his continuing publicity was
harming a vital health policy programme.
Professor Strang, who publicised the finding
of Randomised Opiate Injection Trials
(RIOTTs), may well be going down the same
path. Kathy's point about the importance of
peer review is not simply an academic
concern; it has a major impact in how social
policy (that affects every one of us) is created.
Research is vital to the process of
understanding policy issues in that it identifies
problems. It is vital that any research is

subjected to scrutiny, by other experts in the
field, before it enters the public domain. By
bypassing this particular stage Professor
Strang; (Like Wakefield and others before
him); arrogantly assumes that the research is
faultless and then goes on to suggest policy
approaches. But policy making is not the role
of unelected experts, and politicians should
not be taking their lead from the likes of
Strang. It is the people that are given a
mandate by the electorate, to govern, that
should be demanding that any research that
may have policy implication, be put through
the most rigorous process before it is
presented to them. In future, it is hoped
politicians will not concern themselves with
any cynical interpretation and will respond to
questions about on-going research in the
right manner. Joe Daly

Mr Brokenshire said: "We need a new
approach and need to be more ambitious.
More focus on a pathway to recovery, so
users are free of addiction and can
contribute to society."
we
acknowledge
that
"However,
stabilising someone is still a part of that
process, particularly in relation to chaotic
and vulnerable users such as sex workers.
"Stabilising users can then lead to a
pathway of recovery where they are free of
drugs and can contribute to society by
gaining employment, not held in addiction."
It is a clear shift from the Labour
government's emphasis on reducing the
harm caused by drugs rather than getting
addicts off drugs.
Last week, the DrugScope charity said
there was no evidence that the prospect of
some form of "financial benefit sanction" for
claimants who failed to address their drug or
alcohol dependency would work, warning
that it could breach fundamental principles
of the NHS and a leading doctor called the
UK to take a fresh look at its drugs laws. He
said that there is a strong case for putting a
regulatory framework around illicit drugs,
rather than the current ban.

who refuse treatment for their addiction.
Social security advisers have warned such
a move could drive addicts back into a life of
crime. And the statutory body 'The Social
Security Advisory Committee' warned that
the pilot scheme could cause "significant
harm" including the "disengagement of
problem drug users from the welfare to work
system with...negative economic and social
impacts".
A spokesman for the Home Office was
unable to comment but the idea is said to be
in a consultation paper on the Government's
drug strategy for England, Wales and
Scotland.
The previous Labour government planned
a series of pilot schemes only this year to
help drug users overcome their addictions
and return to work. The pilot schemes
included applying sanctions to drug addicts
who failed to attend treatment awareness
programmes. It also increased the powers of
the criminal justice system so as they could
identify problem drug users not in treatment.
Martin Barnes, chief executive of charity
DrugScope, said: "The benefit system can
and indeed does have a very important role
in terms of advice and support to encourage
people both to access treatment and
employment.
"But we seriously question both the
fairness and the effectiveness of actually
using the stick of compulsion - benefit
sanctions - to link a requirement to undergo
medical treatment with a condition of receipt
of benefit."
"I just don't see that's compatible with
using the benefits system to require people
to undergo a complex form of drug treatment
intervention," he said.

DRUG ADDICTS WHO
REFUSE TREATMENT COULD
LOSE BENEFITS
Substance misusers who are on benefits
could have them withdrawn if they fail to
address their drug or alcohol dependency.
The Home Office is considering some form
of "financial benefit sanction" for claimants
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Literature/Short Stories/Poems
We welcome poems from service users or anyone else working or linked up to
drug and alcohol services.
Please email your poetry to: carolynedwards@genieinthegutter.co.uk
The Same Inside

Cold Face

Many ways and many truths

(Poem from the cannon)
By Anna Swirszczynska

By Ged Taylor

By Robert England

Walking to your place for a love fest
I saw at a street corner
an old beggar women.
I took her hand,
kissed her delicate cheek,
we talked, she was
the same inside as I am,
from the same kind,
I sensed this instantly
as a dog knows by scent
another dog.
I gave her money,
I could not part from her.
After all, one needs
someone who is close.
And then I no longer knew
why I was walking to your place.

A desolate room
Full of nothing
But damp and cold
This covered skin
With ragged cloths
To warmeth bones of old
A thought so dry
In dust of rot
The time that's ticked
Already forgot
In perished thoughts
I dream of youth
But my reflection
Speaks the truth
A past of five turned to ash
In this invecconanised place
And still staring back at me
A cold face

Just Sup Yer Ale La!
By Ralph
I drank a lot, thought this is great, ended in one helluva state
Here's a list of what I missed, by simply being always pissed…
A, Sefton Park sunset, on a summer's night.
St Luke's bombed church, like an empty shell.
When your petrol's low-A garage light
And the flower stalls with that wonderful smell.
Old men sitting in the, Central Pub,, their myriad stock of comic tales.
Feeding pigeons bits of grub, and Mountains when you visit, Wales.
A rolling, white-tipped Mersey wave flowing across flat, brown, sands...
Billy the Busker in, Bold Street...Music! from those, work worn hands.
An, old and wrinkled, leather coat. The, friendly touch of, faded jeans.
Twinkling lights on a Ferry Boat and a 'pyramid'' of Heinz baked beans.
White roses in a florist's shop, the welcoming lights of a friendly bar.
Doughnuts, 'blobbed' with cream on top, and Golden Honey in a jar.
The cold, efficient Liverpool One, with cinema and escalators.
The fading warmth of the, Liverpool Pub, with chips and fish or baked
Potatoes.
Our Cathedral with their separate styles, on the Street of Hope,
The sparkling, station toilets, with their, canisters of perfumed soap.
To stroll around the Albert Dock, and see, The Mighty Ferris Wheel.
The, unpolluted Mersey, with its sea trout, and its conger eel.
All these things are waiting there for your appreciation.
But all you choose is drinking booze in lonely isolation.
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I have read with great interest your spirituality sections
in previous editions of Recovery Rising and I am
inspired by the open and varied views you have printed
which inspired me to share my spiritual thoughts with
you....Africa... The first birth place of men and women.
The first place to experience human magic, a magic
that has carried our race all over the planet, a magic
that throughout our time has made the impossible
possible. How many types have evolved from those
first tribes..How could they have survived without
magic, a good magic, a strange magic, a beautiful
magic.
I read a book once written by a man from the Dagara
tribe who lived in the land of Burkina fab ( Ivory Coast
) his tribe believe in ritual. There God's live below the
ground rather than above in the city. They believe in
magic, they communicate with the kontomble (little
people) a bit like an Irishman believing in leprechauns.
There is a gateway they say where they meet the
kontomble, for them magic is a normal everyday
experience. They have schools for magic, magic is
there truth magic is their way. Who has the right to
deny them there truth, who has the right to deny them
there way why would anybody want to.
There is no one way, There is no one truth, There
are many ways and many truths, the world shows this
plainly and simply. There are Muslims, there are
Christians, Buddhists and Sheikhs, Hindu's and
Harikrishna's, Celts and American Indians and many
more. All have their ways and all have their truths and
I believe all have their eternal kingdoms and there are
people who say when you die that's all there is
nothing else and for them I believe that is their truth.
Socrates believed the next world was a reflection of
this one, with many levels and complex dimensions, he
believed each person had degrees of good and evil
within them, he believed each dimension was made up
of degrees of good and evil. The highest degree of good
being what we would call a heaven, the lowest degree
of evil being what we would call hell.
Personally I have more questions than answers but I
do believe in the questions and on a good day I look for
the answers, for me there is too much injustice in this
world for there not to be a higher level of justice
somewhere else. It's not a moral or intellectual
question; it's simply a question.... Is this world really
all there is....

A WORD
On...
In April of this year a young woman, Laura Hall, became the first person in this country to be
handed a Drinking Banning Order (DBO) banning her from buying and consuming alcohol in
England and Wales for a year.
It may seem strange that a recovering alcoholic, such as me,
should find the existence of such a measure to deal with
offenders, problematical. But this amendment to the Violent
Crime Reduction Act 2006, introduced in August 2009, is more
than just an attempt to deal with a problem; it is an addition to
the record number of new laws that have been introduced over
the past two decades that suggest that the Home Office are
more interested in social control than actual justice. In the run up
to the Capital of Culture year, Liverpool Council introduced bans
in certain parts of the city centre that saw the disappearance of
homeless people from the streets in time for a projected rise in
tourists visiting the city.

Home Office are more
interested in social control
than actual justice
The ban on smoking in the workplace, though introduced by
Europe, was enthusiastically embraced by the British
government and extended to areas such as sheltered bus stops
and other public areas. These bans are usually accompanied
with 'it is for your own good'. Adult citizens are treated like
children by the government. This was obvious by the reaction to
the handing down of a DBO to Laura Hall. Ms. Hall is said to be
a repeat offender, who has appeared before Kidderminster
Magistrates' Court 11 times on various charges arising from her
alcohol use. Ms Hall even went as far as to get herself arrested
and charged as drunk and disorderedly five days after been
given a DBO where she was told by the judge that she
represented 'all that is despicable and rotten in society' [Metro
21st April, 2010] (no doubt many in the judge's society of malt
whiskey and port drinkers view any alcohol consumption by
ordinary people as 'despicable and rotten').
DBOs were introduced by the Home Office in September 2009
as a measure to prevent known individuals who are causing
alcohol-related disorder from entering specified licensed
premises. "The aim of a DBO is to deter the type of behaviour
that disrupts communities and ruins lives while forcing the
offender to face up their actions and start to make positive
changes" [Alcohol Help 16th April 2010]. This suggests that the
law is not simply about deterring and punishing transgressions
against society, but is being used to shape individuals
behaviour.
Where Ms Hall was fined for disorderly conduct in previous
occurrences she now finds that the law has taken an 'Orwellian'
twist and is demanding that she behaves in a manner
determined by our political masters. Whatever you may think
about Ms Hall's behaviour, the fact is she has a right to consume

alcohol. There is no law (yet) that says how much should be
consumed. That she drinks herself into a state which has landed
her in court, and has resulted in her being punished, is
something for her to address.
That she is a repeat offender is no reason for us to feel that the
Home Office is justified in treating adults as if they were naughty
children. The law covers all of us, not just Ms. Hall. Laws are an
indication of how the powers-that-be views the rest of society
and much of the deluge of new laws that have been introduced
over the term of the previous government, suggests that we
cannot be trusted to deal with the petty nuisances that arise
every day of our lives . There has, over the past 20 years or so,
been an increase in repeat offences, mainly covering property
crimes. Would the Home Office consider amputating the limbs of
persistent burglars?
An example of how rights and responsibility arise would be to
use the situation of Alcoholics Anonymous: In a real democracy
we would have the right to free assembly and free speech.
AA'ers take advantage of those rights and hold meetings and
the individual member adheres to the 12 Step Programme. It is
the group that exerts pressure on the individual to maintain
adherence to the 12 Step Programme and as such the
Programme becomes a set of responsibilities that the individual
can either accept or reject. The right of the individual is to accept
and (as is the case with the 12th Step) pass on 'the message'.
The grouping will press the individual to accept the
responsibilities that come with living the 12 Step programme.
However it is up to the individual to either accept or reject those
responsibilities and face the consequences. The AA cannot
force a member to accept the responsibilities that are outlined in
the 12 Steps.

She cannot, and should
not, be forced to
stop drinking
As in society at large, the governments create the framework
for rights that have been conferred on the citizenship, but it is
the citizenship that gives society its moral code and as such,
what society expects of the individual (in other words the
responsibilities it expects the individual to adhere to). Recently it
seems that politicians have increasingly felt that it is their job to
dictate society's moral code, and talk endlessly of 'rights
coming with responsibilities'. But a healthy society can absorb
and deal with the minority of 'defiant' individuals. Individuals
such as Ms. Hall may well be a nuisance but as anyone in
recovery knows, it is up to her to deal with her behaviour. She
cannot, and should not, be forced to stop drinking.
By Denis Joe
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Following the success of the first ever UK
Recovery Walk, held in Liverpool in
September 2009, thousands of people will
gather in Glasgow at 2PM on Saturday the
25th of September 2010 for the UK Recovery
Walk 2010.
You are invited to join us to help celebrate
the tremendous power of recovery within
individuals and communities
The Scottish Drugs Recovery Consortium
is leading the Recovery Walk preparations in
collaboration with a host of local and national
partners. People in recovery, their family and
friends, service providers and friends of

recovery from across the UK, will gather in
Glasgow to walk in solidarity and create living
proof that recovery can and does happen.
The event will begin at 2pm and involve a
host of speakers, information stalls,
entertainment and children's activities. At
3pm participants will take to the streets and
walk a circular route back to Glasgow Green
where more celebration of Recovery will
take place. As the day draws to a close at
6pm participants will be invited to take part
in a mass release of balloons to symbolise
Recovery and remember those who we
have lost.

Why walk?
To celebrate recovery by coming together in what will be the most dramatic, powerful
large-scale and high profile, recovery-focused intervention of hope ever hosted in the UK.
To be part of an international day of recovery. On the 25th of September thousands of
people will also be taking part in Recovery Walks across the United States.
To bring Recovery to the streets and through its public expression remind the world that
we are not the "afflicted", the "problems". We are faces seen every day in families,
neighbourhoods, schools, businesses, communities.
To proclaim that "Recovery is a Reality" and open new doors for those that are
struggling and for those who struggle every day to support the people they love.
To remember those that we have lost, create new communities of support, shape public
policy and begin to dismantle the barriers to Recovery that remain.
To celebrate and publicise a new British Recovery Movement, a movement born of
hope, passion, love and commitment.
Dougie Paterson, Director of the Scottish Drugs Recovery Consortium said:
"The UK Recovery Walk 2010 is an exciting opportunity to show that recovery from drug
problems and addiction is a reality for people across the UK. I hope that as many people as
possible join us at Glasgow Green on Saturday 25 September to celebrate and help create living
proof that recovery can and does happen".

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
The day is all about people in recovery.
If you are interested in performing, would like to tell your story in the open mike
tent or have any other ideas around involvement please do get in touch.
If you would like to have a stall, would like to sponsor the event or give in kind,
or have any other questions please get in contact with the organisers by:
visiting the Recovery Walk part of Wired in website
www.wiredin.org.uk/UKRF/walk
e-mailing michaela@wiredin.org.uk
Or visiting the Scottish Drugs Recovery Consortium (SDRC) website
www.sdrconsortium.org or phoning the SDRC on 0141 226 1662.
You can register for the walk and to say you will be attending at both the
above websites.
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Ellen Roach Hosting Ou
treach on the Radio

Peter West plays his own music live on Radio

Outreach on the radio
After a stream of outreach events involving Genie in the Gutter
delivering arts for recovery days to service users around the
North West, including Mildmay House, Addaction, The Probation
Service and Trust The Process, the team took their talents such
as writing, drama and singing, and hosted a live 2 hour radio
show in collaboration with KVFM at Croxteth Communiversity.
Ellen Roach, former service user and now staff member at
Genie in the Gutter, did a remarkable job in hosting the show.
One listener commented "You could have been listening to Jo
Whiley on Radio 1 and you wouldn't have got a better, more
professional show with such smooth transitions between
interviews, poetry and drama, live music and well known
recorded tracks."
The outreach team, which also included clients who are still in
active addiction but on their road to recovery; delivered
inspiration through the arts and offered hope over the airwaves
that freedom from active addiction is not only possible but also
rich and meaningful. The listeners were informed of the reality of
a whole new way of life.
Genie in the Gutter works with active substance misusers who
are looking to improve their lives and explore options of
becoming drug and or alcohol free. Most of the clients have
exchanged their daily intake of street drugs for a daily dose of
the performing arts and are taking the North West by storm with
their performances.
Not quite knowing what to expect in making a live radio
broadcast, the Genie in the Gutter team was met at the KVFM
studio by Steve and Jackie who provided everyone with a cuppa
and a friendly chat which calmed everyone's nerves. Some of
the clients presenting poetry and drama live on the show had
only 6 weeks previous been sleeping rough but once the show
was on the road you would think they had been doing live radio
all their lives.
Steve Maudsley from KVFM said: "They were all very
professional and very supportive of one another, almost like an
extended family. They made each other feel at ease and took to
the environment like ducks to water."
Robbie Ellis, music tutor at Genie, led the group in a rendition
of his own song, Mama don't like it, then solos and duos were
performed over the air with clients playing guitar and also
reading their own poetry and performing monologues. Ellen
interviewed three studio guests: Carolyn Edwards, Director at

Genie in the Gutter, Julie Boyd from the Armistead Centre who
Genie works closely with, and Cheryl M, a former client at Genie
who has recently became drug free and moved on to abstinent
services. "Good luck Cheryl and well done, we hope to see you
back here as a mentor one day".
KVFM are now looking for ways to set up a full time radio
station on line although Steve Farragher says, if they could get
funding for a full time license, they would definitely go full time
over the air.
KVFM's sister organization, Alt Valley Community Media,
www.altvalleyvision.co.uk/avcm are awaiting the go ahead to set
up a permanent broadcast studio at the Croxteth
Communiversity in Altcross Road. www.communiversity.co.uk

In May 2007 Steve Faragher, Director of Kensington vision
CIC, had the vision to try out a temporary radio project. It
was so successful they decided to keep it going.
The shows are aired and hosted by a range of local
community groups, who attend a ten week training session
facilitated and delivered by Steve and his team.
One of the groups Loud and Clear, who come from a
centre open to anyone with disabilities, enjoyed it so much
they are now setting up a studio at a local primary school
as a result of their involvement.
The training is open to anyone within the Liverpool
community. So anybody out there who fancies themselves
as a bit of a radio star you can contact them at:
www.kvfm.co.uk
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It benefits substance users,
ex-users, family members,
friends and those who work with
substance misusers. The
community gives hope that
recovery is possible. In brief, this
online community provides:
1. Information that helps people
understand and use the options
they have to overcome their
problems.
2. An environment in which
people can learn from each other
and provide mutually beneficial
support.
3. Role models who show that
recovery is possible.
4. A powerful voice that helps
improve treatment and other
forms of support, and increases
understanding of addiction and
recovery in society.
Visit: WWW.WIREDIN.ORG.UK

Wired In is an online recovery community
that empowers people to tackle
substance use problems.
We urge you to make use of the Wired In
website and in particular to share your
experiences, thoughts, ideas, and
opinions.
You never know your words of wisdom
may play a pivotal role in somebody's
journey to recovery

Recovery Rising is the UK's first
magazine, produced with service
users, to raises awareness of
recovery from addiction.
All profits go to promote recovery
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Find out more about the Friends
scheme and our competitive
advertising rates by visiting:
www.recoveryrising.co.uk
Or phone Ellen on 0151 7039053
If you are reading this then so
are the people you are trying
to reach
.

www.recoveryrising.co.uk

